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Purpose: This study aims to evaluate the adoption of sustainable procurement practices adopted by Brazilian manufacturing companies in supplier selection; additionally, it is aimed to understand which of these practices enable a better differentiation of the analysed companies.

Design/methodology/approach: A systematic literature review was performed to compose the theoretical base of this research. In addition, a detailed study of ISO 20400 standard was conducted. The guidelines of ISO 20400 were used as a base to structure a questionnaire used in a survey with professionals working in procurement sphere of manufacturing companies in Brazil. The data were analysed via frequency and CRITIC (Criteria Importance Through Intercriteria Correlation) method.

Findings: A moderate dispersion in the adoption level of sustainable procurement practices in supplier selection process of the manufacturing companies was observed; in practices associated with social aspects, the dispersion is greater. A negative issue to be highlighted is that almost 20% of analysed companies did not even considered in their supplier selection process if their candidates accomplish philanthropic activities, generate jobs in local community, and fulfil the Universal Declaration of Human Rights of United Nations (UN). Those two last practices are the ones with the best capacity to differ the companies in the sample.

Originality/value: There are few studies that focuses on understanding the adoption of sustainable procurement practices in manufacturing companies' supplier selection process. The main contribution of this study to the literature is to evidence that social requirements in supplier selection process are considered in a clear and well-structured form only by few Brazilian manufacturing companies. Despite the sample size, companies analysed in this research are prominent organizations in manufacturing sector. Thus, if this situation occurs in these companies, a more critical scenario will be evidenced in other organizations. This study has implication for practice and academy. For companies' managers, information present here can be used to debate the theme in the organizational context and the nine practices and scale can be used to perform a critical analysis of company's practices. For researchers, the information present here can be used as starting point for futures studies.
Keywords: Sustainable Procurement; ISO 20400; Manufacturing Companies; Brazil.

1. Introduction

The need for maintenance and regeneration of global ecosystem has been increasingly evident due to the impacts caused by industrial activity (Fernando, 2012; McPhail, 2008). In this sense, sustainability is more and more present in new management models (Aray et al., 2020; Garetti and Taisch, 2012; Høgevold et al., 2015; Lenssen et al., 2014). The pressure provided by society, government, media, regulatory agencies and by direct and indirect customers, i.e. by companies stakeholders, has become even more relevant, leading companies to accomplish their responsible role towards the society (Crespin-Mazet and Dontenwill, 2012; Ghadge et al., 2019; Maignan et al., 2002; Meixell and Luoma, 2015; Nilsson, 2019; Stonebraker et al., 2009).

Emerge, in this context, the Triple-Bottom Line (TBL) concept (Elkington, 1998), according to which the enterprises must evaluate their actions in the environmental, economic and social spheres (Dyllick and Hockerts, 2002; Nursimloo et al., 2020; Padin et al., 2016; Dos Santos et al., 2014; Yun et al., 2019). According to Nijaki and Worrel (2012), the industrial politics need to be grounded on TBL concepts to achieve a truly sustainable economic progress worldwide. An important contribution for this occurred in 2015, when the United Nations (UN, 2015) published the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) (Sajjad et al., 2018), as it is corroborated by Larson (2019). Three of these SDGs (SDG 8, 9 and 12) are directly related to companies’ aspects (Johnston, 2016; Martins et al., 2020).

To achieve satisfactory results in the implementation of sustainable practices, it is necessary that companies to frequently evaluate and continually improve these practices (Borges et al., 2018; Eriksson and Svensson, 2016; Gutiérrez-Martínez and Duhamel, 2019; Kowszyk and Vanclay, 2020). For those who argue that sustainable practices generate only costs and do not provide positive returns to companies, it should be highlighted the work of Pullman et al. (2009), according to which the implementation of social and environmental practices generate improvements in performance, including costs reduction. Birkin et al. (2009) corroborate this perspective and evidence in their research that environmental and social politics are capable to positively impact the business costs.
Focusing on manufacturing industry, there is a consensus among researchers that it presents activities that can generate great negative impacts on environment, caused by its level of energy consumption, discard of toxic residues (e.g. refrigerant oils, cutting oils, casts etc.) and raw material loss. Besides that, depending on the productive process under analysis, some tasks may present risks for workers health, causing problems related to social aspects (Garetti and Taisch, 2012). These issues are the reason for the sustainable manufacturing concept gain focus in recent years. According to Garetti and Taisch (Garetti and Taisch, 2012), sustainable manufacturing can be defined as

“the ability to smartly use natural resources for manufacturing, by creating products and solutions that, thanks to new technology, regulatory measures and coherent social behaviours, are able to satisfy economical, environmental and social objectives, thus preserving the environment, while continuing to improve the quality of human life”, being employed in many industrial processes, including the procurement process.

Over decades, few attention was given to sustainable procurement processes by manufacturing process managers (Ghadimi and Heavey, 2014). However, this reality has started changing when organizations realized that “companies are only as sustainable as the suppliers that compose their supply chains” (Krause et al., 2009, p. 21). This shows the increasing relevance of supply chain management for companies sustainability aspects (Yu, Zhao, et al., 2019) and, considering the role of suppliers selection in supply chain management (Kaviani et al., 2019; Yu, Zou, et al., 2019), sustainability aspects must also be considered in suppliers selection (Yu, Zhao, et al., 2019). In this sense companies are demanded to conduct integrated actions, instead of punctual ones. Thus, Sustainable Procurement (SP) process started to be structured by companies.

Two definitions of SP presented in this research, in general, contemplate the macro features presented by the academic literature. The first one defines SP as being “Sustainable procurement can be defined as the pursuit of sustainable development objectives through the purchasing and supply process” (Sciencedirect, 2012, p. 201); the second definition, from ISO 20400:2017 standard (ISO, 2017, pp. 7–8), describes SP as “procurement that has the most positive environmental, social and economic impacts possible over the entire life cycle”.

Focusing on Brazilian manufacturing companies' reality and ISO 20400 practices, no information was found in the academic literature that shows if companies are
considering sustainable requirements in structured form in supplier selection processes and if there are differences among practices adoption level. A clear research gap was evidenced and the following research questions were defined to guide this study: Do Brazilian manufacturing companies consider sustainable requirements in a structured form in their supplier selection process? Comparatively, are there differences among practices adoption level?

Beyond this introduction, the present article is composed by 4 more sections. Section 2 is dedicated to the theoretical foundation. Section 3 presents the adopted methodological procedures. Section 4 presents the results and its associated debates. Section 5 presents the conclusions and the final considerations. Lastly, the references are listed.

2. Theoretical foundation

Supplier Selection, Sustainable Procurement, and ISO 20400 standard

One of the pioneers and a relevant study on SP processes is the research of Maignan et al. (Maignan et al., 2002), in which the authors argue that buyer companies must define sustainable objectives, designate employees to implement actions towards these objectives, educate and supervise suppliers for processes compliance and manage communication with all stakeholders.

In general, SP processes guidelines adoption has shown beneficial for organizations. Among the gains, some examples can be mentioned: costs reduction (Carter, 2005), improvement on the company’s reputation, reduction of stakeholders’ pressure (Awaysheh and Klassen, 2010; Maignan et al., 2002), innovation incentive (Maignan et al., 2002), improvement on working conditions, greater transparency in negotiations and information among companies (Preuss, 2009), environmental impacts reduction by suppliers (Klassen and Vachon, 2009) and other benefits (Islam et al., 2017; Meehan and Bryde, 2011).

For achieving these benefits, however, many actions have to be developed, for example: improvement in communication management between buyer and supplier companies (Carter and Jennings, 2004; Meehan and Bryde, 2011), improvement in the alignment of environmental and social objectives established at the beginning of commercial transactions (Walker and Brammer, 2012), audit processes in suppliers that
really work towards continuous improvement of activities (Awaysheh and Klassen, 2010), mutual cooperation (Meehan and Bryde, 2011), development of indicators capable to measure sustainable practices adoption in purchasing processes (Carter and Jennings, 2002), among other actions. According to Hollos et al. (2012) the development of those actions contribute for sustainability and make companies more competitive.

Several authors (Brammer and Walker, 2011; Carter and Jennings, 2004; Crespin-Mazet and Dontenwill, 2012; Delmonico et al., 2018; Giunipero et al., 2012; Walker and Brammer, 2009) argue that senior management support can enhance the results of SP processes. The cooperation between buyer and supplier companies often involves different cultures (Brammer and Walker, 2011; Galpin et al., 2015; Thomson and Jackson, 2007), with different levels of risks acceptance (Meehan and Bryde, 2011) and, consequently, negotiation and convincing skills are important.

To avoid information conflicts among companies and guarantee aligned guidelines in SP adoption, International Organization for Standardization (ISO) proposed in 2017 the standard 20400. This standard presents sustainable procedures to procurement processes, based on ISO 26000:2010 standard, and it cannot be certified by companies (ISO, 2017).

Regarding its content, ISO 20400 presents initially a brief introduction of concepts associated to SP processes, i.e.: definitions, principles, main themes, motivators etc. The due diligence concept is highlighted, according to which companies must previously identify the possible impacts that purchasing processes might cause and define actions to mitigate them. In the sequence, ISO 20400 evidences relevant questions for an effective development of SP process, highlighting the importance of senior management support. It also provides and defines processes that must be implemented by organizations in order to guarantee sustainable practices in the mentioned processes (ISO, 2017). Lo-Iacono-Ferreira et al. (2018) refer to ISO 20400 as an example of SP guide to be followed by companies.

When analysing the academic literature, the lack of studies about the insertion of sustainability in procurement processes can be highlighted, when compared to other topics about the theme. Some of the research about the theme are presented.

Barraket (2020) and Loosemore and Reid (2019) conducted a study about the social procurement process in Australia and concluded that Australian organizations have
started to give more attention to the subject. Ghadge et al. (2019) managed to discover influence patterns from stakeholders and from geographic localization along the supply chain in the SP processes of large companies. They found that sustainable practices are greater adopted by suppliers closer to the final customer, the geographic localization little influences the adoption of sustainable guidelines, and in sustainable suppliers' selection, the main influence factors are: environmental regulations, green procurement and quality of acquired products. Harris and Divakarla (2017), in their turn, cite the use of ecolabels as a manner to support the SP.

Kaur and Singh (2019) proposed an SP process model capable to unite qualitative and quantitative criteria, making possible for a company to improve its selection among several suppliers. Lastly, Ghadge et al. (2019) and Mcmurray et al. (2014), in their research, argue that companies are more prone to pursue environmental goals in SP processes. Meehan and Bryde (2011) and Oruezabala and Rico (2012) corroborate with this argument and consider that the reason for this is related to the greater visibility of these actions for companies customers.

The information mentioned reinforces the research gap presented in the introduction section and the research questions associated (Do Brazilian manufacturing companies consider sustainable requirements in a structured form in their supplier selection process? Comparatively, are there differences among practices adoption?) In addition, it is possible to verify that in some studies carried out with companies from other countries, social requirements in sustainable supplier selection are less adopted when compare to other requirements. Thus, this research focuses on better understanding this situation for Brazilian manufacturing companies' reality.

3. Methodological Procedures

The development of this research was composed by four phases. Figure 1 presents these phases and the next paragraphs detail them.

**Figure 1 position.**

The first phase was characterized by a bibliographic research, which enabled a greater understanding on ISO 20400 standard guidelines and sustainable practices in supplier selection processes related literature. The search for articles was performed in the following scientific databases: Emerald Insight, Scopus, Science Direct, Wiley and
Taylor and Francis. The terms used for this search were: “sustainable procurement”, “sustainable purchase”; “ISO 20400”; “supply chain management”, “supplier selection” and “sustainable supplier selection”. Different combinations among these terms were used. It was possible to evidence, as showed in section two, that sustainable practices in supplier selection process of Brazilian manufacturing companies is a little studied theme, justifying in this case an exploratory research.

The second phase was characterized by the research protocol definition, highlighting specially the structuration of the questionnaire used in the survey. The first part of the questionnaire was dedicated for respondents’ characterization and the second part focused on the analysis of the sustainable practices developed by the studied companies in their supplier selection. Based on ISO 20400 standard, nine sustainable practices plausible to be applied in supplier selection were structured. These practices are presented in Table 1.

### Table 1 position.

Research participants needed to evaluate each practice of Table 1 based on the reality of their companies, through an evolutive grades ranging from 0 to 10. These grades were allocated in ranges as showed in Table 2. It should be highlighted that the existence of two grades in most of the ranges aimed to provide for the respondents a better alignment of their answers. The use of a scale to measure the level of sustainable practices adoption in supplier selection processes was carried out to allow comparisons among companies, even in an exploratory form. We believe that the use of this scale reduces subjectivities.

### Table 2 position.

It is important to highlight that a pilot test of the questionnaire was performed with some professors and managers in other to identify possible improvement opportunities. In addition, we emphasize that before survey execution, the research project was submitted and approved by an ethics committee (CAAE: 18829419.1.0000.5405).

The third phase focused on searching respondents within the profile deserved through the professional social networks. A total of 405 professionals were listed. After a more detailed screening, 240 of those fulfilled the criteria required to participate of this research. The invites were sent for all of them and 31 valid questionnaires were obtained,
which represents a response rate of 13.3%. The survey was conducted online, through Google Forms platform.

The respondents work in manufacturing companies of the following segments: agricultural, industrial automation, auto parts, aviation, home appliances, elevators, packaging, high pressure equipment, vehicle assembler, etc. Regarding the company's size, most of them are classified as large companies when considered the number of employees (one of the criteria used in Brazil to classify organizations) and are located in the southeaster region of the country.

The fourth phase corresponded to data analysis, presentation of the results and debates about them. Initially, it was performed a frequency analysis to identify the amount of companies allocated in the different score ranges of each sustainable practice presented in Table 1.

In the sequence, aiming to identify the practices which better permit differentiate the samples companies, the CRITIC (Criteria Importance Through Intercriteria Correlation) method was used. This method seeks to define weights for the analysed variables and, thereby, define those with greater influence in determined analysis (Adalı and Işık, 2017; Diakoulaki et al., 1995).

The first step to evaluate the studied variables consist in normalize all the values obtained for each practice, through Equation (1) (Adalı and Işık, 2017; Diakoulaki et al., 1995). For this normalization, it is needed to identify the maximum and minimum scores attributed for each criterion (practice).

\[
\bar{P}_i = \frac{P_i - P_{min}}{P_{max} - P_{min}} \quad \text{(Equation 1)}
\]

In which,

- \( i \) is the score to be evaluated within a pre-defined parameter (between 1 and 9);
- \( P_{min} \) is the lowest value of the evaluated parameter;
- \( P_{max} \) is the maximum value.

In the sequence, the standard deviation (\( \sigma_j \)) of normalized values for each studied criterion must be determined, in this research, for each sustainable practice considered plausible to be adopted in supplier selection process. The result is a vector of standard deviations.
The third step of the method is characterized by structuring a symmetric matrix \((N \times N)\) in which the elements represent the correlation between studied parameters (Adalı and Işık, 2017; Diakoulaki et al., 1995), in this case, correlation between the practices.

The next step is to determine the quantity of information generated by each criteria \((I_j)\) (Adalı and Işık, 2017; Diakoulaki et al., 1995). For this, initially it is necessary to subtract the value 1 from each element of the linear correlation’s symmetric matrix \((N \times N)\) and, posteriorly, the sum value is calculated for each line. The obtained value multiplied by the standard deviation \((\sigma_j)\) of each practice, previously calculated, will provide the criterion information quantity, as presented in Equation 2.

\[ I_j = \sigma_j \cdot \sum_{j=1}^{N} (1 - c_j) \]  
(Equation 2)

In which,

\( j \) is equivalent to the chosen parameter for the analysis, variating from 1 to 9, in this case.

To determine the weight of criteria (studied practice) in percentage, it is necessary to divide the obtained information quantity for each of criterion by the summation of all information quantity, as presented in Equation 3 (Adalı and Işık, 2017; Diakoulaki et al., 1995).

\[ W_j = \frac{I_j}{\sum_{k=1}^{N} I_k} \]  
(Equation 3)

In which,

\( k \) is the defined parameters, variating from 1 to 9.

Once the results were obtained, they were debated considering the context of Brazilian manufacturing companies and the existing literature.

4. Results and discussion

As highlighted in the previous section, the first analysis made was the frequencies study of companies allocated in each evolutive range for each practice. These frequency values are presented in Table 3.
Some of the presented values need to be detailed. Regarding the percentage distributions of companies in practices P3 (Analysis of social assistance – philanthropies campaigns realization to the local community by supplier candidates) and P6 (Analysis of Universal Declaration of Human Rights and other documents related to UN fulfilment by supplier candidates), they highlight a negative aspect: the quantity of companies that do not adopt these practices (more than 22% of the analysed companies scored zero for these practices). Close to them in percentual terms is the practice P4 (Analysis of job generation on the local community by supplier candidates). These three mentioned practices are directly involved with social aspects and, considering the Elkington (1998) concept of sustainability, which defines the three sustainable pillars: economic, environmental and social; these findings highlight an alert point. Social requirements in supplier selection process are considered in a clear and well-structured form only by few companies (thus, existing a lot of heterogeneity).

On the other hand, the following practices presented a positive outcome: P2 (Existence analysis and diffusion of practices associated to anticorruption and transparency by supplier candidates); P5 (Analysis of labour laws fulfilment (Brazilian – CLT = consolidation of labour laws) by supplier candidates) and P9 (Analysis of existence and adoption of prevention of health and safety of customers politics by supplier candidates). Around 60% of the companies are concentrated in the last (and highest) evolutive range. In this range, companies adopt the practice, have structured procedures for analysis and constantly debate and review them aiming continuous improvement.

In relation to the existence of structured procedures for each practice (from score 7 to 10), the authors of this article understand that the existence of them indicates a dividing line between companies, since for structuring them, it was necessary some debate level and questioning by company’s workers. Considering the exposed, an interesting analysis that can be made is characterized by dividing the sample between companies that do not have structured procedures for using the practice in supplier selection and those that have it even if it is in a first version that needs revisions and improvements. Table 4 presents the frequencies considering this analysis.

Table 3 position.
When analysed the practices P3, P4, P6 and P7 (all related to sustainability’s social character), it is evidenced that most of the analysed companies do not adopt them or, when they adopt, they do not use structured procedures. Among those practices with the highest percentage of companies presenting structured processes, P2 and P5 (both related to legal issues) are highlighted.

Once analysed the frequency distribution by evolutive ranges and those that stand out, negatively or positively, the obtained results by the CRITIC (Criteria Importance Through Intercriteria Correlation) method are presented. It is important to remind that the application of this method aimed to identify the practices that best differentiate the analysed companies.

The first step corresponded to the normalization of the scores assigned by the respondents. For this, it was necessary to identify the maximum and minimum scores for each practice. The Equation 1 was used and the normalized values are presented in Table 5. In the end of this table, the values of the standard deviation ($\sigma_j$) for each practice studied are presented.

**Table 5 position.**

In the next step, it was performed the process to determine the amount of information generated by each practice ($I_j$). For this, Equation 2 was used. The symmetric matrix (9 x 9) of liner correlations ($c_j$) between practices was calculated and, in sequence, value “1” was subtracted, obtaining the term ($1 - c_j$). Posteriorly, the lines were summed to obtain the term $\sum_{j=1}^{N}(1 - c_j)$. The results of these calculations are presented on Table 6.

**Table 6 position.**

The obtained values from $\sum_{j=1}^{N}(1 - c_j)$ presented in Table 6 were multiplied by the standard deviation ($\sigma_j$) (presented in Table 5) to obtain the amount of information of each practice ($I_j$). To better facilitate the comprehension of the importance of each practice in terms of the capacity to differentiate the analysed companies, the values were also
presented in percentages. The calculations were performed using Equation 3. The calculus memorial is presented in Table 7.

Table 7 position.

Considering the existence of 9 practices, if they presented the same importance on the companies’ differentiation, the evidenced weight would be 11.1%. However, two practices are over this percentage (P6 and P4) and one with the lowest weight (P1).

Regarding practice P1 (Existence and diffusion analysis of environmental preservation policies by supplier candidates), it is the one that least allows to differentiate the companies in the sample. This fact might be comprehended by the fact that manufacturing companies traditionally follow environmental standards along with quality and occupational health and safety standards. This finding does not mean that it is an irrelevant item, far from it, but by the fact that correlates with other practices and/or present more homogeneous pattern of use by companies’ part, it differentiates less the analysed enterprises. This information is in accordance with several authors (Ghadge et al., 2019; McMurray et al., 2014; Meehan and Bryde, 2011; Oruezabala and Rico, 2012), when affirming that companies tend to focus on environmental aspects as a way to increase their visibility to customer, which result in a major homogeneity of actions practiced in this sense.

On the other hand, the practices P4 (Analysis of job generation in the local community by supplier candidates) and P6 (Analysis of compliance with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and other documents related to UN by supplier candidates) are those more capable to differ the analysed companies. Due to the higher heterogeneity in these practices adoption and/or the correlation is less intense with other practices that do not directly have a social character, they stand out with a better capacity for differentiation. This information can be an important insight for future research related to the use of sustainable criteria for suppliers selection, since Luthra et al. (2017), argue that these criteria are few emphasized by researchers.

5. Conclusion and final considerations

The main conclusion of this study is that there is a moderate dispersion among the analysed Brazilian manufacturing companies when considered sustainable practices
adoption in supplier selection. Comparatively, a greater heterogeneity is observed in social practices and they are the less adopted in a well-structured form by most of the companies.

Regarding social practices, a negative point to be highlighted is the non-utilization of three of them by approximately 20% of the companies studied in their evaluation process of supplier candidates. These practices are: P3 (Analysis of social assistance (philanthropies) campaigns realization to the local community by supplier candidates); P4 (Analysis of job generation in the local community by supplier candidates) and P6 (Analysis of compliance with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and other documents related to UN by supplier candidates). Additionally, it should be mentioned that P4 and P6 are the practices that have the greatest capacity to differ the analysed companies. Although the sample is composed of a small number of companies, they are prominent manufacturing organizations in Brazil. It is possible to infer that if in this sample few companies adopt in a clear and well-structured form social requirements in supplier selection process, a more critical scenario will be evidenced in other organizations.

The main contribution of this study to the literature is to evidence the need of well-structured social practices as a criterion used by Brazilian manufacturing companies when selecting their suppliers. This study has implication for practice and academy. For companies’ managers, information present here can be used to debate the theme in the organizational context and the nine practices (table 1) and scale (table 2) can be used to performed a critical analysis on their company's practices. For researchers, the information present here can be used as starting point for futures studies.

Logically, the participation of 31 professionals who reported the practices adoption level of their companies in supplier selection process and the choice of the method to analyse data can be considered study limitations, however, we remember that this study has an exploratory character. As mentioned in the previously paragraph, the companies analysed are prominent manufacturing organizations in Brazil and if the adoption of social requirements in the selection of suppliers is not widely adopted by most of them, a more critical scenario can be expected in the others.
For future research, it is recommended the realization of case studies with companies allocated in the last evolutive range, i.e. they adopt the analysed practice and there are procedures structured for analysis and these procedures are constantly debated and reviewed aiming continuous improvement.
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